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A new identity ia obtained for the Catalan triande introducd by Shapiro. 
In [3], Shapiro introduced a triangle of numbers (43,,,k : 16 k s n; M = 1,2, . e a} 
where 
B 
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r3.k =e;; n+k ( ) ’ 
These numbers have the following combinatorial interpretation. Consider a pair 
of walks on the positive quadrant of the square lattice which start at (0,O) and 
take n unit steps either upward or to the right, finishing at the points (a, 6) and 
(c, d). It is assumed that the two walks do not meet after (0,O). Then Bn,k counts 
the number of such pairs of walks for which c -a = k, that is which end a 
(horizontal) distance k apart. As noted in the retrbW u1 LJJ \ -:QKX~ -6 r=’ ‘MI3 52, #7916), the 
Bn,k’s are also ballot numbers. The nth Catalan number 
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equals I3,,* when n 2 1. 
In this note we obtain an identity relating C,,__, with the nth row of the Catalan 
triangle. 
core . For nal, 
To prove this we make two observations. 
(i) Suppose that (u, : n 2 0) is a sequence of real numbers with u. = 1. Then the 
sequence cfn : n 2 1) of real numbers atisfies 
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if and only if 
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(ii) The numbers B1:,k can be obtained as 
The proof of (i) is straightforward and is in fact a consequence of Exercise 20 on 
p. 45 of [2], The derivation of (ii) is in [a]. 
Using (ii) the ri ht hand side of (1) may be written as 
?+-.I)“- 
to prove that this last expression equals C,,_le This though 
from the well known identity on p. 94 of [ 11. 
’ det 
Therefore it suffices 
follows immediately 
n 
since (3) may now be applied with fk = Ck-1 and uk = Ckg 
. (i) This theorem is also readily proved using induction, but the proof 
we have given has also in passing provided us with an interesting determinant 
identity for the Catalan numbers. 
(ii) In answer to the question as to whether there was a combinatorial interpre- 
tation for (l), the referee has kindly pointed out that if we define B,, as the 
number of path pairs which, apart from (0, 0), meet for the first time after the nth 
step, then ( 1) can be written as CkaO Bn.Zk = CkaO Bn,2k+l. This states that, 
restricting our attention to pairs of paths having n steps and which are only 
allowed to meet at (0,O) and possibly again after the nth step, the number of path 
pairs en ;ing an odd distance apart equals the number ending an even distance 
apart. A. combinatorial proof of this is straightforward. 
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